Personal Statement examples:
The reason I wish to stay at Thomas Becket to study my A Levels is because I have been at the school
nearly five years and I feel very confident here. The atmosphere of the school helps me to work to the
best of my abilities. I know the teachers and how the subjects will work meaning it won’t take me long to
adjust to Sixth Form life.
I would like to study at the Sixth Form of Thomas Becket Catholic School because I believe that it is the
best option for me to hopefully achieve the grades that I need to get into university. The small class sizes
and the friendly atmosphere provided in the sixth Form will mean that I can have a more personal learning experience with teachers I already know and respect. Also as the English faculty is one of the best in
the country and I wish to take two A Levels that involve English, I feel that staying on at Thomas Becket
would be my best option.
My main reason for staying on at TBCS is that I like it here. Also I know the teachers in the subjects I
want to study. They have helped me produce great work in the past so I know I can do it in the future. At
the moment I am thinking of a future in Journalism and the English facility at Thomas Becket, I know
will provide me with the skills and qualifications to follow this path.
I would like to continue my studies at the Sixth form of Thomas Becket because I am happy here due to
the positive Catholic community spirit and the support of the teachers and fellow students. My two older
siblings continued their studies in Thomas Becket’s Sixth form achieving high grades that has led to successful careers and I aim to do the same.
I wish to stay at Thomas Becket Catholic School to study my chosen subjects because I really find the
school a friendly environment. I know most of the teachers, I know my way around and if I apply to another Sixth form or college I would lose a lot of the valuable time on just getting to know the place instead
of getting on with the work. I think that here I will find more motivation not only in myself but also in
my friends who encourage the best out of me. The subjects I have picked are new to me and sound really
interesting. I have also been able to discuss some of the subject courses.
I would like to stay at Thomas Becket School because I have a good relationship with all of the teachers
which will make it easier to adjust. Thomas Becket offers a variety of subjects. I am interested in Psychology because I may want a career in this area in the future.
I believe I am a very dedicated and hardworking pupil; I apply myself to whatever is required of me. I
love playing sport in extra curriculum activities and I have been helping in my local charity shop for
about 2 years which I love deeply. I work well on my own initiative when I am set a project but I also
work really well as a team member.
I would like to stay at Thomas Becket due to the fact I am familiar with the school and enjoy the atmosphere. I try to be a hard worker and always put 100% effort into what I am doing. I am very enthusiastic
and keen to learn. I try to achieve the best possible grade in each of my subjects.
I believe that I can benefit from a familiar environment. I know the pupils and staff well and I think that
is enough to obtain success in my Sixth Form experience. I hope you see me as a Thomas Becket Sixth
Form student.

